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India

Get In Touch

Choose from a 1000+ venues vetted by
our community of over 750 retreat leaders.
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ABOUT US

ABOUT US

Discover Your Perfect

RETREATS
& VENUES

			 Retreat Venues

Choose from
a 1000+ venues
vetted by
our community
of over 750
retreat leaders.
FIND A VENUE

W

e help retreat leaders find their perfect venue for free. Browse our
website or book a discovery call today for a more personalized
touch. We will start by learning more about your retreat vision on
a discovery call (15 to 30 minutes).
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Then our retreat venue experts will curate a custom list of venues that match
your retreat vision. We then work 1 on 1 with you to help you book or hold
your perfect venue.
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INDIA

CANDOLIM SONG

Candolim Song
18 PEOPLE

GOI
GOA, INDIA

6 ROOMS

VILLA

LEARN MORE

Luxury Goa’s, Candolim Song Villa is located
on the Candolim beach of Goa, which is in the
heart of Goa. Candolim song is a 100 year old
Portuguese Villa which as been restored and

Discover Your
Next Retreat Venue

INDIA
Discover leading retreats,
stunning venues and

modern amenities added. The villa boasts of a
huge outdoor pool which opens right on the
beach, 6 bedrooms with en-suite bathrooms
and a big sit-out area for 25 people. The villa
is fully Serviced with house keeping staff, inhouse cook and in-house help. Meals can be
preordered to fully trained in-house staff.

welcoming hosts
around the world
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DEVARYA WELLNESS

BINSAR FOREST RETREAT

Devarya Wellness

Binsar Forest Retreat
18 PEOPLE

GOI
GOA, INDIA

RETREAT
CENTER
LEARN MORE

DEL
UTTARAKHAND,
INDIA

8 ROOMS
FOREST
LODGE
LEARN MORE

Located in the heart of a serene seaside town

Binsar Forest Retreat is an eco-friendly

in Goa is Devarya Wellness, where you can

home stay situated inside the Binsar Wildlife

breathe, experience and live the yoga life.

Sanctuary in the heart of Kumaon. We are 100

Spanning 7,000 square metres, this green yoga

kilometres north east of Nainital in the eastern

retreat overlooking Morjim Beach is a peaceful

part of the Himalayan state of Uttarakhand.

sanctuary for those seeking an escape from

The Retreat is at an altitude of 7,600 ft amidst

the monotony of a busy, urban existence. At

dense forests with spectacular views of the

Devarya, which translates into Divine Belief in

higher Himalayas and the Kumaoni hills.

Sanskrit, everyone from beginners to seekers
and yogis can experience the goodness and
mindfulness of a holistic yoga lifestyle.
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INDUS VALLEY AYURVEDIC CENTRE

INDUS VALLEY AYURVEDIC CENTRE

Indus Valley Ayurvedic Centre
KARTANAKA, INDIA

30 ROOMS

ACTIVITIES
•

Wildlife

LEARN MORE
•

Historic Sites

outlook to a healthy life; its origin is in the Vedas, which is known to be
DEL

RETREAT CENTER

more than 5000 years old. Ayurveda describes the Vedic wisdom of
how to live a healthy and peaceful life. Together with Yoga, Ayurveda

Leading a lifestyle to keep body and mind in good health and balance,

gives a detailed blue print for a fulfilled life with its goal as realization

so that one could attain the goal of life- “Enlightenment” is the main

of truth while enjoying the life to its fullest extent. At Indus Valley

philosophy of Ayurveda and Yoga. Ayurveda is one of the oldest surviving

Ayurvedic Center, you get the best Authentic Ayurveda. That’s what

holistic medical systems in the world. It offers a rich, comprehensive

our Guests from more than 60 Countries say.
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KAHANI PARADISE ESTATE

Kahani Paradise Estate
18 PEOPLE

GOI

8 ROOMS
BOUTIQUE
HOTEL

RETREAT VENUES

The Bamboo Retreat Hotel
25 PEOPLE

IXB

12 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Bamboo Retreat is a very special boutique
KARNATAKA, INDIA

LEARN MORE

hotel under Swiss-Indian management It is
located across the valley from Gangtok which

Nestled to the south of Gokarna, along the
picturesque coastline where the cliffs of the
Western Ghats plunge into the Arabian Ocean,
lies an unexplored expanse of beach and

is 30 to 35 minutes drive from Gangtok Town
and 8 minutes below world famous Rumtek
Monastery. You can check all the information at
www.bambooretreat.in

jungle. Here, where the ocean gently folds into

RETREAT CENTER

an estuary lies a glimmer of paradise.
GANGTOK, INDIA

Wildflower Villas
30 PEOPLE

GOI

15 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

“Wildflower Villas, a boutique luxury resort,
is located in Goa on an 8 acre hilly property,
overlooking the Sinquerim river and the Aguada
bay in the distance. Wildflower Villas has a
totally green and fresh environment which
offers luxury in simplicity, peace, privacy and
personalised service.”
RESORT
GOA, INDIA
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Leela Cottages
48 PEOPLE

24 ROOMS

Avalon Inn
GOI

RESORT

LEARN MORE

9 ROOMS

resort located on Ashvem beach and is

village, our property is quiet, safe and

very close to Morjim Beach. This beach

well maintained. We are just 5 minutes

touching resort is tastefully decorated with

walk from an idyllic beach and our pretty

a traditional Indian design, art and antique

garden is a natural place to relax. Our

furniture offers AC garden and sea view

accommodation

rooms set in a lovely lush garden space. The

from Goa’s Portuguese colonial period

rooms feature Air-conditioner, refrigerator,

and combines modern comforts with the

TV with cable channels, writing desk, fan,

simplicity of country living. A majority of

and included are free toiletries. Wi Fi is
available throughout the resort.

GOA, INDIA

14 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

RESORT

draws

its

inspiration

our guests are women travelers whose

GOA, INDIA

well-being is of utmost importance to your
welcoming hosts Erika and Salvador.

Casa Susegad
17 PEOPLE

FEATURES
GOI

ECO VILLAGE

LEARN MORE

GOI

Situated on the outskirts of Mandrem

Galaxy Jungle Huts
18 PEOPLE

FEATURES

Leela Cottages, Goa is a luxury boutique

electric kettle, private bathroom, shower

GOA, INDIA

11 ROOMS

22 PEOPLE

FEATURES

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

GOI

Our eco village is in the middle of the scenic

Set in over 6,000 sqm

lush greenery of the jungle surrounded by

touristy village. We are surrounded by

infinite space of trees and flowers, monkeys

jungle on the edge of the Western Ghats.

and butterflies. Galaxy Jungle Huts are

We offer a yoga shala, massage Jopri,

located near beautiful Agonda Beach and

swimming pool and meditation garden.

a little hike away from other secluded and

The house has a lounge, dining room and

scenic beaches. A perfect surrounding for

snooker room. Our superb kitchen offers

joining our yoga retreats while connecting

excellent food for Vegans and meat eaters

with nature, enjoying our tasty barbecue
and bonfire nights or taking a dip in the
ocean.

INDO PORTUGUESE MANSION
HOUSE.
GOA, INDIA

in a small non

in Indian, Goan and Mediterranean styles.
Some of Goa’s beautiful beaches are less
than half an hour away.

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Palm Trees Ayurvedic Heritage
26 PEOPLE

GOI

Samata Holistic Retreat Center
20 ROOMS

10 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

GOI

LEARN MORE

Hosting an Ayurvedic Spa and Yoga School,

We are a Holistic Yoga Retreat Center located

we are hidden amongst the palm trees on the

in the peaceful village setting behind Arambol

backwaters of Goa, an eco friendly resort, a

Beach, North Goa. Specializing in yoga retreats,

place of true nature. With just a 10 minute walk

yoga

from the nearest Goan beach, we offer a place of

offer Chinese doctors, acupuncture, Tibetan

tranquility with the opportunities to enjoy Goan

medicine, Ayurveda, Vedic astrology, and a

beach and nightlife. We offer Yoga Holidays,

range of body work and massage. Our organic

Yoga Teacher Training and Ayurvedic Retreats.

garden grows all the food you will eat at Samata
RESORT

holidays,

and

teacher

training.

We

for your Yoga in Goa experience, and our chefs

RETREAT CENTER

will keep your mouth watering.
GOA, INDIA

The Beach House Goa
36 PEOPLE

GOI

GOA, INDIA

Stone water Eco resort Goa
120 PEOPLE

15 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

GOI

40 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Sanda Retreats is an international brand well-

Located on Santrem Beach, this beachfront

known for its customized all-inclusive wellness

property offers an outdoor swimming pool, spa

programs. Sanda Retreat’s signature wellness

and wellness centre and a massage parlour.

property – The Beach House Goa is situated

Stonewater Eco Resort operates a 24-hour

on the secluded beautiful sands of Sernabatim

front desk to assist guests. Free Wi-Fi access

Beach and offers a range of innovative and all-

is available in the public areas of this resort.

inclusive wellness programmes with a unique

Fitted with hardwood/parquet flooring, the air-

opportunity for total rejuvenation. The Beach

conditioned accommodation will provide you

House Goa is a holistic residential Health Services

RETREAT CENTER

Centre comprising of a Ayurveda medical Clinic
and resident recuperation facility along with an

with a flat-screen satellite TV, patio and seating

RESORT

area.
GOA, INDIA

GOA, INDIA

Ayurveda School and a Yoga Centre.

16 | © RETREATSANDVENUES
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Kashish Yoga
80 PEOPLE

Parimukti Yoga & Meditation Goa
GOI

ECO VILLAGE
GOA, INDIA

40 PEOPLE

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

GOA, INDIA

18 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

LEARN MORE

GOI

Parimukti is a sanskrit word which means

TRANSFORMATION. Whether you join to

the path to freedom through realisation

become a yoga teacher or to deepen your

of who we are. Using the teachings and

practice or you want to just experience

practices of the yoga tradition, we go on

yoga, we are committed to bring about

an explorative journey to understanding

a transformation within you. Each of

the nature of our body, mind, and

our team members await to see the

investigate

transformation in you from what you were

ourselves and others. Gaining clarity about

at the time when you entered our gates

our conditioned beliefs allows us to live in

till the time you depart from your second
home in the world!

RETREAT CENTER

the

relationship

between

freedom and joy.

GOA, INDIA

Simrose resort
26 ROOMS

FEATURES
GOI

RETREAT CENTER

FEATURES

We simply believe only in one word, that is,

Khaama Kethna Holistic Wellbeing Retreat Centre
60 PEOPLE

20 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
GOI

LEARN MORE

Experience this haven designed as a

We are located in a little village of Agonda,

sanctuary, the mythical paradise of earth,

place where people come to make their

a place for profound contemplation and

pace a bit slower. Our place is not about

inner communion. Nestled in a tranquil

loud music or parties, its for people who

valley in the hilltops of Agonda on

just want to read (or write) books, swim in

approximately 12.5 acres of forest, Khaama

a sea, soak sun, chat with our very friendly

Kethna is a creative village surrounded by

staff, eat well, do yoga, get a massage,

an abundance of colourful flowers, fruits,

watch cows strolling by the sea and enjoy

medicinal plants, verdant jungle trees,
frolicking monkeys, butterflies and bird
songs.

RESORT

sunsets

GOA, INDIA

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Villa Calangute
24 PEOPLE

GOI

Cabo Serai
24 PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

GOI

8 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

A breathtaking holiday experience, we specialise

Situated on a hill by the azure waters of the

in private, spacious, self catered, luxury villas. We

Arabian Sea, Cabo Serai is an eco conscious

want you to leave Villa Calangute with a treasure

retreat offering luxury amidst the flourishing

trove of memories, as if you were leaving good

forests of South Goa. We offer an immersive

friends behind- friends who have enhanced

experience, where guests can indulge in the

your holiday with unbelievable service and in-

beauty of nature by just relaxing, embarking

depth local knowledge.

on our numerous walks through untouched
wilderness or simply indulge in a massage
VILLA

in the comfort of the spacious veranda in our

RESORT

cottages and tents.
GOA, INDIA

Dwarka Eco Beach Resort
25 PEOPLE

GOI

GOA, INDIA

Aashyana Lakhanpal
25 PEOPLE

10 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

GOI

20 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

We are an exclusive 10 Cottage Resort situated

Tucked away behind the busy village of

right on the Beach. facing the Ocean and a

Candolim, Aashyana Lakhanpal is one of Goa’s

flanked by a freshwater lagoon. Our resort is

best-kept secrets owned by Indian entrepreneur

very private resort and our restaurant is open

Ajai Lakhanpal, brings a slice of contemporary

to only the inhouse guests. the rates quoted

western chic to the coast of India.

include all meals and also the taxes... for more
information you may visit our website www.
dwarkagoa.com.
RESORT
GOA, INDIA

20 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

VILLA
GOA, INDIA
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Villa Casuarina
7 PEOPLE

2 ROOMS

ShivAdya Resort & Spa

ShivAdya is 15 room boutique resort in

minutes (by walk) from the beach, this is the

Himalayas at Karjan, Himachal providing

perfect place for you. This well equipped

splendid mountain & valley views.

villa is in the midst of a 1.25 acre Casuarina

The construction concept & style is truly

grove that you will have just for yourself.

Himalayan & local in nature. 90% of areas

It is styled with the local architecture so

are without any paint work and the entire

that you can enjoy an authentic coastal

property is presented with stone, mud &

experience when you stay with us. The

wood.

Villa is located 3 kms from Gokarna town

We invite you to come, stay with us to
BOUTIQUE HOTEL
HIMACHAL PRADESH, INDIA

Karma Chalets

12 PEOPLE

FEATURES

Located

HARYANA, INDIA

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

20

minutes

harmony with nature and everything that
is divine.

DEL

LEARN MORE

The Lodge at Wah is set on a tranquil 520 acre

‘concrete jungles’ of Gurgaon is an urban

tea estate, surrounded by the snow-capped

oasis - KARMA LAKELANDS.

Himalayas and created keeping in mind

Within the premises, peaceful and tranquil

sustainable luxury. It is an eco-friendly property

surrounded by vast expanses of greenery,

built with completely natural materials in the

is KARMA CHALETS, a boutique property.

traditional architectural style. International

Well-appointed rooms are adorned in

and local cuisines are prepared using produce

impeccable

grown organically on the estate. The owners

with

from

FEATURES

the

taste

drive

colourful

and

personal collections. A myriad of beautiful
seasonal flowers greet you as you step
outside your room - providing

an ideal

place for lazing in the hammock or retiring
to a cozy nook with a book.

22 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

experience the Himalayas in complete

The Lodge at Wah Palampur
DEL

RESORT

LEARN MORE

If you are looking for a beautiful getaway 5

centre.

30 ROOMS

FEATURES
KUU

KARNATAKA,INDIA

65 PEOPLE

15 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

GOI

VILLA

37 PEOPLE

FEATURES

FARM
HIMACHAL PRADESH, INDIA

personally host guests and customize every
aspect of the stay. Guests must try the tea
tasting ritual and the yogashala in the middle
of the estate. Dharamshala, the home of HH
The Dalai Lama is within easy reach.
© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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lagom stay
9 PEOPLE

DEL

Himalayan Orchard
11 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

IXC

project in the Indian Himalayas. Located at 2100mts,

this Himalayan style chalet is just 10 min walk

it is beautiful, bucolic & peaceful with stunning views

from the secluded river bank. The walk itself is

and hiking trails through a coniferous forest right

a no less the nature trail as you pass through

on the doorstep, a river at the bottom and several

apple orchards and small water falls. Beautiful

beautiful traditional Himachali wood & stone temples

surroundings and amazing scenic views, make

in the neighbouring villages. Ideal for yogis, writers,

this place an ideal location for a leisure trip. If

artists, art-historians, birdwatchers & nature lovers, the

your idea of a great holiday is lay back and
VILLA

bedroom cottage with 1 duplex and 2 standard
HIMACHAL PRADESH, INDIA

rooms, usable kitchen

The Mirage Andretta Retreat
20 PEOPLE

DEL

LEARN MORE

Himalayan Orchard is an eco-friendly farm-stay

Surrounded by mountains and green spaces,

chill, this is the perfect place. lagom stay is a 3

5 ROOMS

farm offers quality accommodation amidst an apple
orchard and all meals (field to fork). There is a shared
lounge, a garden, barbecue facilities, a library, tabletennis & a snooker table, an art studio and a yogashala.

LEARN MORE

DEL

12 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

The Mirage is a yoga retreat & heritage

Nestled in the Himalayas, The Wilderness

home stay in the Kangra Valley foothills of

is a boutique holiday destination that offers

the Himalayas. It comprises 2 old heritage

everything a nature lover could dream of. ‘The

houses & 2 Garden Cottages (built with mud

Wilderness’ situated at the height of 8,500 feet

brick), a glass walled hexagonal yoga shala,

above sea level is in the heart of the Himalayas,

a heated swimming

pool & a steam room.

accessible from Shimla through a spectacular

It is situated in India’s oldest Artist Colony

scenic drive. One of the first resorts in this area

and is surrounded by jungle & farmland.

of outstanding natural beauty, ‘The Wilderness’

We are within easy reach of Dharamsala, home

RETREAT CENTER

HIMACHAL PRADESH, INDIA

The Wilderness Himalayas
50 PEOPLE

11 ROOMS

FARM / RETREAT CENTER

is a family-run resort.

RESORT

of H.H. The Dalai Lama, numerous Tibetan
Buddhist monasteries & Bir - Billing paragliding

HIMACHAL PRADESH, INDIA

HIMACHAL PRADESH, INDIA

site, Asia’s best.

24 | © RETREATSANDVENUES
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Off The Grid
12 PEOPLE

5 ROOMS

Kanchigar Estate
8 PEOPLE

FEATURES
GOI

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
BLR

LEARN MORE

Off The Grid is a very unique property,

A colonial style bungalow set in the midst

nestled deep in the Western Ghats, very

of a coffee plantation. The perfect midst

remote and not near any settlements, on

of nature and luxury/comfort. Serene

a perennial stream with a waterfall. There

and healthy and sustainable practices

is very good wildlife in the immediate

used by the farmstead. Great place to do

proximity. It is a wild unspoilt place, very

yoga,meditate, learn about coffee. Home

very silent.

style meals prepared according to personal
preference and wellness needs.

FARM

KARNATAKA, INDIA

KARNATAKA, INDIA

Atmaveda Villa
30 PEOPLE

15 ROOMS

Ayurvedagram Heritage Wellness Centre
56 PEOPLE

FEATURES
BLR

30 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
BLR

LEARN MORE

Atmaveda villa is a riverside retreat in the

Welcome to the old world charm of

historic town of Srirangapatna. Be amongst

Ayurvedagram

nature, history & a bird sanctuary! Eat the

Wellness Resort nestled as it is in verdant

local cuisine and laze in the river stream

greenery. Here is one of India’s premier

with crystal clear waters.

Ayurveda and Yoga resorts which bring

Ayurvedic

Heritage

together healing with a soul, a place where
authentic treatment combines with old
world charm and luxury. Ayurvedagram
RETREAT CENTER

RETREAT CENTER

KARNATAKA, INDIA

KARNATAKA, INDIA

which is one of the most awarded wellness
retreats is a peaceful and deeply spiritual
health resort which weaves its gentle
magic through Ayurveda Remedies, Yoga,
Meditation, and Pranayama.

26 | © RETREATSANDVENUES
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Vanandhaara
24 PEOPLE

Rockholm at the Light House Beach
46 PEOPLE

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

CNN

23 ROOMS

TRV

LEARN MORE

Vanandhaara is a eco-sustainable, wildlife, villa

A popular seaside hotel in the early 1980’s

and Homestay located in Kutta South Coorg-

Rockholm is now a full fledged Ayurveda and

India. It lies just few minutes away from the

Yoga centric beach hotel with 23 spacious guest

renowned Nagarahole Tiger Reserve, Kabini

rooms and suites located on the shores of the

backwaters, Brahmagiri ranges, Irpu falls & other

Lighthouse beach.

attractions. We offer 6 exquisitely designed

Enriched with a refreshing facelift, Rockholm

large rooms with comfortable beds, each with

embraces a minimalistic art deco architectural

a private bathroom/toilet, private balcony with

concept with purposeful sustainable practices
VILLA

beautiful scenery around

and decor. Surrounded by nature this beach

BOUTIQUE WELLNESS RETREAT

side, boutique hotel celebrates holistic living at
KARNATAKA, INDIA

Woodway Homestay
15 PEOPLE

Nestled

Sapphire Club Cherai Beach Villa
16 PEOPLE

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

IXE
in

the

midst

of

the

KERALA, INDIA

its fullest.

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

COK

verdant

Away from the chaos of the city, Sapphire Club

Westernghats, Woodway is the perfect place

Cherai offers you a beautiful, cozy and luxurious

to find yourself, listen to the birds, talk to the

stay at a stone’s throw away from Cherai beach,

trees, walk the mountains & to get completely

Kochi.

enveloped by all that Nature abundantly offers.

Add

to

that

a

lip-smacking

breakfast,

picturesque view, fast Wi-Fi and the chance
to tap into your inner self or practice yoga at
the open-air rooftop and rejuvenate at the
FARM

Ayurvedic spa, the experience is nothing short

VILLA

of bliss.
KARNATAKA, INDIA

28 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

So come and explore Cherai with us.

KERALA,INDIA

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Uravu Bamboo Grove Resort
34 PEOPLE

17 ROOMS

ECO VILLAGE
KERALA, INDIA

160 PEOPLE

FEATURES
CCJ

The UBG Resort, located in the hills of
Wayanad is an eco-friendly community
tourism project combining 3 aims.
Community involvement – by including
people from the different communities of
the village in the resort activities and thus
sharing the benefits from tourism. Ecofriendliness – reduce energy consumption,
segregate waste at source, apply RRR,
use natural local building materials and
preserve the biodiversity of the place.
Innovative design - which we combine
with local materials.

KERALA, INDIA

FEATURES
COK

LEARN MORE

The Isola Di Cocco (The Island of Coconuts.),
an ayurvedic beach resort cosseted by a
coconut grove, residing on the banks of
the river Poovar, at the juncture where
the tranquil over embraces the roaring
Arabian seal. Isola Di Cocco is tucked away
in the southwestern tip of India in the State
of Kerala - the internationally renowned
tourist destination (projected as one of
RESORT
KERALA, INDIA

the 50 best “must see destinations” in the
world by the National Geographic Traveller
Magazine).

Udayagiri Rejuvenation Retreat Center
FEATURES
CCJ

RETREAT CENTER

83 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Greens Ayurveda
45 PEOPLE

Isola di Vocco

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

CCJ

LEARN MORE

Welcome to a place where we strive towards

The Udayagiri is a peaceful haven for rare

the Ayurvedic Philosophy of achieving

birds, butterflies, wild orchids and herbs.

“perfect health”. Greens Ayurveda, situated

This place is a gift of nature for those who

in Azhiyur, a charming village where myth

seek quietude, calmness and serenity of

and history are interwoven in its culture

the mind.We have other amazing activities

and healing science, Ayurveda. This village

in our Udayagiri, such as meditation, yoga,

is located in the regal state of Kerala-

trekking, bird watching etc. Our center is

“God’s Own Country”. It contribute to an

a unique place where you can experience

unforgettable experience in authentic,
attentive, and professional care- welltrained doctors and staff who abide by the
words, “Atithi devo Bhavah”, meaning, “We

RETREAT CENTER
KERALA, INDIA

the best of ancient Indian traditions
-Ayurveda, Yoga, Meditation, Kalari- in an
amazing location on the banks of River
Kabani.

feel God through our guest”.

30 | © RETREATSANDVENUES
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Big Banana Island Retreat
14 PEOPLE

10 PEOPLE

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

COK

The Ayur Villa
TRV

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Over a decade’s period of its tenure, Big Banana

Boutique luxury ayurveda yoga villa with

Island Retreat has become well known for its

personalised wellness package.

beauty, silence and wisdom, and moreover, its
highly personalized way of approach towards
its customers. B.B.I. offers you to experience
a lifestyle close to the nature, following the
principles of Yoga, Ayurveda and Vedanta to
be physically and mentally in perfect comfort.
Everyone who lands up in B.B.I. agrees that this

RETREAT CENTER

RETREAT CENTER

place is unique and different.
KERALA, INDIA

The Orchard at Peora Estates

Ameya Kerala
12 PEOPLE

16 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

COK

KERALA, INDIA

DEL

8 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Weaving through shady palm groves, you arrive

The Perfect Place to Escape

at this beautifully constructed eco retreat.

The Orchard has been designed by a renowned

Located along the magnificent Vembanad

Italian architect as a Tuscan Farmhouse set in

lake, you are given the chance to enjoy a

the beautiful Kumaon region of Uttarakhand.

stunning,

view.

This property has been created to provide our

spacious,

guests with unparalleled comfort and luxury in

deluxe cottages - two having their own private

a unique natural setting, making The Orchard a

wooden suspended pavilion, where guests can

high-end luxury boutique hotel. Unobstructed

uninterrupted

Accommodation

180-degree

comprises

Four

enjoy flavoursome meals in privacy. Or relax on

VILLA

a comfortable sun lounger .

FARM

make it the perfect retreat.
KERALA, INDIA
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views of the Himalayas and a working farm

KUMAON, UTTARAKHAND, INDIA
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Panah- The Earthen Retreat
24 PEOPLE

6 ROOMS

80 PEOPLE

FEATURES
DEL

Pench Jungle Camp
31 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

NAG

As the name suggests earthen retreat, the

Pench Jungle Camp is set in fifty acres

property has been designed keeping in

of lush foliage, sprawling lawns and

mind all aspects of environment making

untouched landscaping only 1 km from

it completely organic in each sense with

the Turia Gate of Pench National Park,

best experience of luxury and hospitality.

Madhya Pradesh. Recently re-built, Pench
Jungle Camp has upgraded its level of
accommodation

to

that

of

complete

comfort and luxury whilst still maintaining
its focus on the guiding and hosting
RESORT

RESORT

LADAKH, INDIA

MADHYA PRADESH, INDIA

Nimmu House
27 PEOPLE

12 ROOMS

LADAKH, INDIA
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experience.

Tiger N Woods Resort
42 PEOPLE

FEATURES
DEL

HOTEL

of guests to ensure the ultimate guest

14 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
NAG

LEARN MORE

Nimmu House is a century old noble house

Nestled in one of the last few forests of the

built for the Cousin of the King of Ladakh

country, accompanied by tall Mahua, and

as the emblematic heritage of the region.

stately Teak Wood trees, you shall find

Converted into a glamping retreat, it is

quaint wooden cottages at Tiger N Woods.

nestled at 3100m of altitude in the heart

Spacious with twin beds, a changing

of Himalayan panoramas. Nimmu House is

room, big bathroom, and a balcony that

the ideal place in the middle of the orchard

opens into the wild, the cottages give an

to experience Ladakhi culture, explore the

experience of living in the jungle machans

surroundings and discover the royalty
story of this powerful destination.

RESORT
MADHYA PRADESH, INDIA

of the colonial era.
Set up a camera to record birds, animals,
or the milky way in an unpolluted sky, or
just lounge with a book, the f

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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The Tiger Valley Resort
90 PEOPLE

30 PEOPLE

22 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

DEL

Bagh Villas Jungle Camp & Spa
RPR

12 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

The Tiger Valley Resort is located within

Bagh Villas is an eco-luxury tented camp

Bandhavgarh

lies

located on the edge of Kanha National Park.

approximately 200 kilometers from Jabalpur.

It has 12 well-appointed, air-conditioned tents

Set against the magnificient backdrop of

providing the feel of camping in the jungle

rocky mountain, the glittering resort enjoys

without compromising on luxury. All tents are

a uniquely privileged postion at the heart of

air conditioned and with hot and cold running

this famous national park. The accomodation

water.

National

Park,

which

inspires eclectic tourist with the fine taste for
extravagance and indulgence. Enjoy the warm

RESORT

RESORT

hospitality.
MADHYA PRADESH, INDIA

Flame of the Forest Safari Lodge
8 PEOPLE

BOM

MADHYA PRADESH, INDIA

The Kokum Tree
10 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

BOM

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Boutique Safari & Wellness Lodge in the

‘The Kokum Tree’ is an experiential home-stay

Wilderness with plenty of Flora and big fauna

nestled amongst a flourishing orchard. We have

to explore. Walks, Yoga Meditation also can

a modern villa with four rooms. We also have

be incorporated in the schedules. Highly

one bamboo cottage overlooking a small pond

personalized experience.

inside the orchard. Our idea was to combine
rustic farm stay experience with modern
comforts.
RETREAT CENTER
MADHYA PRADESH, INDIA
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VILLA
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
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Native Place Kamshet
50 PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

Govardhan Ecovillage
150 PEOPLE

FEATURES

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

BOM

Native Place is a charming guesthouse,

Located at the foothills of the Sahyadri

which is three hours away from Mumbai,

mountain ranges, surrounded by lush

via the Mumbai- Pune expressway and just

green valleys with a picturesque view of

an hour away from Pune.” It is nestled in

the Kohoj Fort, Govardhan Eco Village is

a utopian hamlet, Kamshet, blessed with

the spiritual pathway to discover the self.

scenic beauty created by the Vadivali lake

Featuring a splendid mix of guest rooms,

and the surrounding mountains. The unique

villas – replete with elegant interiors and

design of the guesthouse flows down the

several amenities like Spa and Pool Deck,

sloping hillside, offering a spectacular view
GUEST HOUSE

of the lake and the mountains.

MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Atmantan Wellness Resort
96 ROOMS

Atmantan,

50 PEOPLE

MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

an

breathless

with

the

enchantment

its surroundings, but will help redefine
lifestyles.

international,

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

BOM

luxury

Overlooking

glistening

backwaters

&

wellness destination is nestled on a unique

green hills, is Travalong Yahvi – a paradise

crystal hill (that lends the land healing

unto its own. Far away from the bustling

frequencies) and overlooks the pristine

of the city, the two-storey villa comprising

Mulshi Lake. The resort spans 42 acres

of 2 sun decks, 6 bedrooms, a swimming

and is located in Mulshi, a hill station close

pool, gazebo and ample of green space,

to Pune & Mumbai. Atmantan offers the

offers the perfect reprieve for an incredible

most transformative wellness experiences

getaway.

by

incorporating

a

multi-dimensional

approach. Our guests are offered tailormade

integrated

wellness

programs

to suit their health profile and wellness

VILLA
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

objectives.
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of

Travalong Yahvi

FEATURES
PNQ

RESORT

it is not just a retreat that will leave you
ECO VILLAGE

MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

LEARN MORE

BOM

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Sharanya

The Tree House Resort

16 PEOPLE

MAA

150 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

JAI

73 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Sharanya is an oasis of calm and tranquility.

Nestled in the scenic Syari Valley, with an

It’s the perfect location to host workshops for

amazing view of the mighty Aravalis, The Tree

groups of up to 15. Air conditioned bedrooms

House Resort is an award-winning 300-acre

with ensuite and large spaces, both inside and

paradise which is a seamless fusion of utmost

outside, give you the flexibility to tailor your

luxury and the raw charm of nature. From being

workshop just the way you want.

featured on the cover story of India Today and
termed as Greenovators to being recognized
as one of the top Eco-resorts in the country by
VILLA

Conde-Nast Traveller, The Tree House Resort

RESORT

has already become a global standard bearer of
PONDICHERRY, INDIA

Gulaab Niwaas Palace

Secret Garden Pushkar
12 PEOPLE

37 ROOMS

JAI

RAJASTHAN,INDIA

Eco-luxury.

LEARN MORE

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

KQH

A stately hotel in one of India’s most ancient

Situated 3 kilometres from the centre of pushkar,

towns offering wholesome food and surreal

the sacred city of rajasthan, in the heart of an

views. The hotel is very well situated and the

oasis,the secret garden is the ideal place to

city centre is just a ten minute walk. Since the

organize yoga retreats,dance workshops,detox

hotel is built on a hilltop it offers aerial views of

retreats,or

the beautiful countryside and the magnificent

place, surrounded by nature can also be rented

Aravali hills.

for private family or friends gathering or even

corporate

seminars…this

unique

for celebrations like a private wedding.
RESORT
RAJASTHAN, INDIA
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FARM
RAJASTHAN, INDIA
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Rajasthali Resorts and spa Jaipur
500 PEOPLE

92 ROOMS

39 ROOMS

FEATURES
JAI

RAAS Devigarh
FEATURES

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

JAI

Rajasthali resorts a classified five star

Nestled in the Aravalli Hills of the Udaipur

resort located in Jaipur it is a mixture of

area, RAAS Devigarh, an 18th-century

heritage luxury and surroundings of hills.

palace, holds a commanding position over

It is spreaded in 22 acors. And situated on

one of the three main passes into its valley.

main Delhi highway.

Devigarh invites visitors to experience this
outstanding heritage property which has
been transformed into one of the premier
five star hotels in Rajasthan. Much more
than just a place to stay, Devigarh is a

RESORT

RESORT

RAJASTHAN, INDIA

RAJASTHAN, INDIA

Deogarh Hills
16 PEOPLE

6 ROOMS

testament to the beauty and charm of oldworld Rajputana, showcasing an array of
decorative styles and landscaped gardens.

Tree of Life Resort & Hotels
50 PEOPLE

FEATURES
UDR

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

JAI

As we are Heritage Home Stay we

Welcome to Tree of Life Resort & Hotels.

allow rural experience it’s food, nature,

A

wildlife, culture, traditions etc many more

nestled in different parts of India, we

experiences whereas local train ride to

believe in providing an experience that is

Goram Ghat made by The Britishers 150

serene, calm and away from the crowd.

years old

Providing discreet services with spacious

luxury

chain

of

boutique

resorts

accommodation and cuisines prepared
fresh daily, we help you make memories.
HOME STAY
RAJASTHAN, INDIA
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RESORT
RAJASTHAN, INDIA
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Amourcasa Homestay
10 PEOPLE

JAI

Quiet Healing Center
15 ROOMS

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

A farmhouse on the country side

MAA

LEARN MORE

situated

Auroville’s prime wellness facility offers a

14kms from bundi city , serving you the best of

wide variety of natural healing therapies for

amenities along with fresh farm grown organic

both day visitors and guests. Its guest rooms

food and a friendly environment where you can

are

come and spend time and at the same time

meticulously maintained. Occupying a beautiful

indulge in various farm activities to come close

7-acres beach front near Pondicherry, the venue

to nature breathe fresh air and practice yoga.

features superb views on the Indian Ocean.

The house has all facilities and is a wonderful

The Mother, founder of Auroville, selected this

place for a perfect getaway from the hustle

FARM

bustle of the

aesthetically

pleasing

and

location to create a “Hospital of Love”: a place

RESORT

to relax, recharge, rejuvenate and discover deep
RAJASTHAN, INDIA

Great Mount Coco Lagoon
96 PEOPLE

CJB

spacious,

32 ROOMS

Shri Radha Brij Vasundhara Resort & Spa
Govardhan Mathura
200 PEOPLE

LEARN MORE

TAMIL NADU, INDIA

contentment, inner peace and joy.

DEL

100 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Coco Lagoon by Great Mount Resort located in
Pollachi offers a lavish, well equipped conference

Brij Vasundhara spread at the feet of the sacred

hall that can accommodate 120- 150 visitors. The

Govardhan Parvat (Hill) redefines luxury in this

Hall overlooks the magnificent swimming pool,

divine land. Idyllically located at the basis of the

creating an incredible ambience.

The resort

pious Govardhan Parikrama, this spectacular

also has a elegant amphitheater, set amidst

resort brings you closer to the God. Amongst the

an aesthetic and beautiful garden, making it

exhilarating view of the panoramic Govardhan

the perfect venue to host weddings and other

hill and echoes of chants and hymns in the

informal events. To add to the list, the wide and
pretty lawns surrounding the resort add to its
scenic beauty and makes for a breathtaking
retreat.
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RESORT
TAMIL NADU, INDIA

air, these luxury cottages provide a heavenly
experience taking you away from the world

RESORT

once you step in. The quality of service and the
aura of the hotel promise an un

UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA
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Machus Cottage
10 PEOPLE

5 ROOMS

Cafe Buransh
10 PEOPLE

FEATURES
DEL

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
DED

LEARN MORE

It is set in a small village in the Himalayas,

Cafe Buransh is a mountain resort located

2 hours from the nearest rail head at a

at an altitude of 6600 ft in the picturesque

height of 5000 feet. Temperatures vary

village of Sari in Uttarakhand. The mountains

from 0 -12 degree min-max

in winter (

have a unique way of sharpening our

December to feb ) to 20-32 degrees in

senses, and helping us reconnect with our

summer May. It has a beautiful view of the

mind and body. This we believe, makes us

greater Himalayas and is quiet and

the perfect space for meditation and yoga
based transformational retreats.

VILLA

RESORT

UTTARAKHAND, INDIA

UTTARAKHAND, INDIA

Jilling Terraces
17 PEOPLE

9 ROOMS

Parvada Bungalows
18 PEOPLE

FEATURES
DEL

9 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
DEL

LEARN MORE

Set in a clearing amidst 100 acres of

Parvada Bungalows @VS Fruitree Estate

untouched forests in Uttrakhand is a 80

is located at an altitude of 7000 ft (2135

year old house. a couple of hours away

mt) in a beautiful village named Parvada,

from Nainital in the South Gola range of

situated in the “South Gola Range” of

Himalayas, with stunning views of Nanda

district Nainital, Uttarakhand.

Devi and the surrounding peaks on clear

The estate is roughly spread over 3+ acres

days.

of land and mainly consists of fruit trees
and native trees. Our estate is ideal for

RESORT
UTTARAKHAND, INDIA
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VILLA

birdwatchers. All our rooms overlook the
south gola range.

UTTARAKHAND, INDIA
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The Riverview Retreat
93 PEOPLE

DEL

The Buransh, kausani
55 PEOPLE

93 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

DEL

23 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

The best location with all natural resouces like

The Buransh is different from other hotels in

Forest, River & Hills

Kausani, we try to put aside the concept of
weekend holidays and unlock the experience
of Himalayan retreat. Apart from being an oasis
away from the hustle of the city in the lap of
nature, we offer to create a feeling of homeliness,
where you are finally at peace.
We let the mountains, encircling The Buransh,
RESORT

voice their own tales when you are in Kausani;

RESORT

it’s their job.
UTTARAKHAND, INDIA

Shoolin Jungle Lodge
30 PEOPLE

DED

UTTARAKHAND, INDIA

Camp Hornbill Corbett
18 PEOPLE

10 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

DEL

9 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Shoolin is one of its kind wilderness boutique

Camp Hornbill is a community-led enterprise,

lodge sitting atop a hill 10 kilometres inside

set up in 2010 by residents of the village Kyari.

Rajaji National Park. Its been designed by an

The camp is solely owned and managed by

environmentalist who’s managed to create an

members andthe youth of the local community.

authentic wildlife experience that completely

It was established with a vision to promote and

cuts you off from the mundane everyday life &

encourage ecotourism in the village of Kyari.

transports you into a word of peace & serenity.

At Camp Hornbill our aim is to seed an alternative
form of nature travel that is responsible
RESORT

and contributes to nature conservation and

ECO VILLAGE

community development.
UTTARAKHAND, INDIA
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UTTARAKHAND, INDIA
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Family in the Hills
25 PEOPLE

9 ROOMS

Alakh Yog School

UTTARAKHAND, INDIA

5 ROOMS

UTTRAKHAND, INDIA
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LEARN MORE

Family in the Hills, situated at the height

Alakh Yog School in India offers Yoga

of approx 7000 feet above sea level, is the

Alliance Certified Hatha Yoga Teacher

perfect haven for all those seeking to soak

training courses and emotional and body

in the spirit of adventure and wilderness.

detox retreats in Rishikesh and Goa. We

Nestled in the calm and composed

offer a unique signature approach to

wilderness of the exotic northern region,

holistic well-being through Naturopathy

here one gets to explore the virgin

treatments, Sufi meditation and emotional

greenery. Embrace the endemic trees and

unblocking therapies. Our programs are a

diverse geographical formations as you

synergy of ancient healing therapies from

park yourself in the zone that breaths fun
and adventure stories.

RETREAT CENTER
RISHIKESH, INDIA

India organized in a magnificent natural
environment which is balanced by healthy
sattvic cuisine and wellness programs

Namami Ganges Resort & Spa
81 PEOPLE

FEATURES

27 ROOMS

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

DED

RETREAT CENTER

FEATURES
DED

Mandala
12 PEOPLE

40 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

PGH

COTTAGES

50 PEOPLE

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

DED

Amidst a mango and litchi grove, perched

Namami

above

River;

restaurant, outdoor swimming pool, a bar

Mandala is a boutique village retreat

and garden in Shivpuri. This 4-star resort

house that offers undiluted silence to hear

offers a private beach area and a concierge

the wisdom of Gaia. As a former epicentre

service. The accommodation provides a

for Vedantic exegesis and debate, the

24-hour front desk, airport transfers, room

energy of the sages, scholars, yogis and

service and free WiFi.

philosophers who all travelled here to

At

the

mystic

Alaknanda

pursue knowledge is said to reverberate
across the mountains and through the
rivers.

RESORT
RISHIKESH, INDIA

the

Ganges

resort

Resort

every

features

room

has

a

air

conditioning, a desk, a flat-screen TV, a
private bathroom, bed linen, towels and a
balcony with a river view.

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Rishikesh Valley
24 PEOPLE

DED

Parmarth Niketan Ashram
800 PEOPLE

12 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

DEL

350 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

The most charming thing about Rishikesh

Parmarth Niketan is a true spiritual haven, lying

Valley™ is the freedom to pursue all sorts

on the holy banks of Mother Ganga in the lap

of activities. If you are opting for any one of

of the lush Himalayas. It is the largest ashram

our packages, you can chalk out your time

in Rishikesh, providing its thousands of pilgrims

accordingly. If you are simply in the mood for

who come from all corners of the Earth with

lazing around, enjoying a family get-together

a clean, pure and sacred atmosphere as well

or indulging in romantic escapades you can

as abundant, beautiful gardens. With over

pick any spot within the premises or outside -

1,000 rooms, the facilities are a perfect blend

including lying around dreaming or reading by

RETREAT CENTER

the side of natural stream and a pool.

ASHRAM

simplicity Please enquire to see if Parmarth
RISHIKESH, INDIA

RISHIKESH, INDIA

Niketan Ashram has reopened

Rishikesh Yog Nirvana

Jiva Yoga Academy

15 PEOPLE

16 PEOPLE

DEL

of modern amenities and traditional, spiritual

LEARN MORE

DED

LEARN MORE

Cultivate Happiness, Self-Love and Positivity

Rishikesh Yog Nirvana is situated in the lap of

in a yoga program deeply devoted to spiritual

nature in the holy town Rishikesh where people

growth and understanding. Jiva Yoga Academy

find peace of mind. Being the world capital of

is a unqiue Yoga Alliance Accredited school

Yoga Rishikesh leads you to the way of a happy

based in the spiritual epi-centre of Rishikesh,

and stress free life. The flow of holy Ganges has

India, that offers a variety of courses based on

a great impact on one’s mind ,body & soul as

Hatha and Ashtanga practices. We offer 200

its water continues to flow it takes away the

Hour Teacher Training in Mutiple Yoga, 100

negativity from one’s life.

Hours Yoga Teacher Training and 6 & 13 Day

RETREAT CENTER

RETREAT CENTER

detox Retreats.
RISHIKESH, INDIA
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RISHIKESH, INDIA
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Blu Resorts
100 PEOPLE

37 ROOMS

The Roseate Ganges
25 PEOPLE

FEATURES
GOI

16 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

DED

A Mediterranean style boutique living, Eco-

The Roseate Ganges, an unparalleled, luxury

friendly. A very peaceful ambiance with

retreat on the banks of the river Ganges

cottages set in the midst of lush greenery,

in Rishikesh redefines luxury, boasting of

and a well-manicured lawn. There is plenty

impeccable design, architecture and services

of space to walk around and just take in the

that ensure an unforgettable experience

beautiful, restorative greens. A swimming

in the serene, sylvan setting of the Garhwal

pool and restaurant.

Himalaya foothills. Located in Shivpuri, the
luxury retreat overlooking the Ganges glorifies
the yoga capital of the world, Rishikesh. The

RESORT

RESORT

VAGATOR, INDIA

Roseate Ganges is a 45 minute drive from

RISHIKESH, INDIA

Jolly Grant Airport, Dehradun which is well
connected by multiple flights to and from
various cities across India.

Mount Xanadu Resort
30 PEOPLE

14 ROOMS

Sourenee Tea Estate & Boutique Resort
20 PEOPLE

FEATURES
CCJ

10 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

IXB

An ultra-premium boutique resort in

Within the boundaries of this sprawling

Wayanad, located 3300 ft above sea level,

estate, the Resort is an oasis of peace and

crowns Cheengeri Hills, Pleasantly tucked

tranquility, yet humming with travelers

away in the mist-clad green environs of

who prefer to mix their leisure with

Wayanad, surrounded by jaw-dropping

experience of ethereal scenic beauty, the

vistas of Misty Mountains, Backwaters and

abundant Flora & Fauna of the Himalayan

Forest.

forests. It is but an enchanting experience
living in any of the 10 bedrooms located

RESORT
WAYANAD/KERALA, INDIA

RESORT
WEST BENGAL, INDIA

in the main majestic bungalow and in
an equally complimenting annex, with
breathtaking views of the surrounding
tea bushes and the Himalayan mountain
ranges in the backdrop
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BOOK YOUR PERFECT RETREAT VENUE
Choose from a 1000+ venues vetted by our community of over 750 retreat leaders.

FIND A VENUE

retreatsandvenues.com
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